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Abstract In this paper, we offer reasons to justify the explanatory credentials of
dynamical modeling in the context of the metaplasticity thesis, located within a
larger grouping of views known as 4E Cognition. Our focus is on showing that
dynamicism is consistent with interventionism, and therefore with a difference-
making account at the scale of system topologies that makes sui generis explan-
atory differences to the overall behavior of a cognitive system. In so doing, we
provide a general overview of the interventionist approach. We then argue that
recent mechanistic attempts at reducing dynamical modeling to a merely descrip-
tive enterprise fail given that the explanatory standard in dynamical modeling can
be shown to rest on interventionism. We conclude that dynamical modeling
captures features of nested and developmentally plastic cognitive systems that
cannot be explained by appeal to underlying mechanisms alone.
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1 Introduction
There is a low likelihood that there is single framework that works optimally for all
problems and research avenues in the cognitive sciences. In a different context, this is
sometimes referred to as the ‘no free lunch theorem’ (Wolpert 1996). The reason for is
that one explanatory framework or set of basic assumptions might work well in one
context but not in another. As a result, the no free lunch theorem implies the need to
develop disparate modeling as well as explanatory frameworks when seeking to
account for different phenomena, across multiple spatial and temporal scales.
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This paper is about explanation in the context of the metaplasticity thesis
(Malafouris 2010), developed as part of Malafouris’ material engagement theory
(2004). The metaplasticity thesis and the material engagement theory are embedded
within a larger grouping of views in philosophy of cognition known as ‘4E Cognition’
– embedded, embodied, extended and enactive –.1 Those who defend such views of
cognition argue that cognitive systems should be understood (at least sometimes) as
extended. An extended system is a system that is comprised of patterns of cognitive
activity distributed over elements of brain, body and environment. The metaplasticity
thesis is the view that this extended system is plastic, i.e., with flexible boundaries and
with dynamics capable of undergoing transformations over the course of time. It is not
only the brain that is plastic on this view. The entire organism is plastic and situated in a
plastic network of processes spanning across organism and environment (material,
social and cultural) given that networks like these are subject to Bcontinuous re-shaping,
re-wiring and re-modelling^ across proximal, ontogenetic and phylogenetic timescales
(Malafouris 2010, p. 55) Crucially, this implies that biophysical boundaries need not be
co-extensive with cognitive boundaries. Moreover, it considers the boundaries that
demarcate cognitive systems from non-cognitive elements as Bhard-won and fragile
developmental and [in the human case] cultural achievements, always open to
renegotiation.^ (Sutton 2010, p. 213). This reveals that the boundaries of cognition
are not stable and fixed but inherently fluid and plastic (Kirchhoff 2012). Or, put
differently, minds – both their unique properties and distinctive boundaries – are not
biologically fixed but develop within a Bdynamic bio-cultural system, subject to
constant transformations (functional but also structural/anatomical) caused by our
ordinary developmental engagement with cultural practices and the material world.^
(Malafouris 2010, p. 55).
It is always possible to consider coupled systems from different points of view
and from different spatial and temporal scales. Ashby, the father of the cybernetics
paradigm, captures this precise point in the form of an example: BThe chisel in a
sculptor’s hand can be regarded either as part of the complex biophysical mecha-
nism that is shaping the marble, or it can be regarded as part of the material which
the nervous system is attempting to control.^ (1960, p. 40) We can treat the latter
case as an illustration of a clearly defined boundary between the biophysical and the
artificial. However, in the former case the boundary is less stable and less clear.
Indeed, when viewed functionally rather than anatomically or purely physically, the
alleged division between organism and environment becomes much more vague
and fragile. Thus we read: BOnce this flexibility of division is admitted, almost no
bounds can be put to its application… The bones in the sculptor’s arm can similarly
be regarded either as part of the organism or as part of the ‘environment’ of the
nervous system. Variables within the body may justifiably be regarded as the
‘environment’ of some other parts [and so on].^ (Ashby 1960, p. 40) On this view,
what we get is a system within systems (within systems) view of how systems
couple to and are embedded within their environments. A nested systems view of
1 We note only to set it aside that the embedded view does not, strictly speaking, belong to this group of views
given that the embedded view has been (in our view, at least) convincingly argued to be mutually exclusive to
embodied, extended and enactive views (Rupert 2009). Since this is a minor issue and does not impact on the
argument of this paper, we shall not comment on it any further.
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this particular kind follows from basic principles in complexity theory (Thiese and
Kafatos 2013), developmental systems theory (Griffiths and Stotz 2000), and is the
direct focus of material engagement theory (Malafouris 2004).
This should not be taken to imply that there are no boundaries at all between
organism and world. Rather, it underpins a central assumption of the metaplasticity
thesis; namely, that boundaries of cognitive systems are much more vague, ephemeral
and less fixed than assumed (for an analysis of why there no such boundaries with fixed
properties, see Kirchhoff 2012).
Extended cognitive systems are intuitively dynamical systems since it is coher-
ent to cast cognitive systems as continuous-time systems (Spivey 2007), complex
(Kelso 1995) and as exhibiting emergent dynamics (Silberstein and Chemero
2013; see also Palermos 2014, 2016).2 The continuous-time aspect of cognitive
systems speaks to the idea that cognitive systems are what one might call
voyaging systems, i.e., they are processes that require for their very existence a
dynamic trajectory over time (Kirchhoff 2015). Complex systems are composed of
many parts, often with different properties, that interact and interconnect in
specific ways. A system is dynamically complex when it exhibits novel and
substantially different effects at local and global scales, often with these effects
unfolding over different temporal scales – a key example from material engage-
ment theory is the potter working with a clay material. Another example is the
formation of Benard cells in physics. In such complex and metastable systems, the
global behavior may be difficult to predict even if some of its local scale behavior
is not. The idea that cognitive systems exhibit emergent dynamics is entailed by
the nature of such systems being self-organising systems given that self-
organisation can be shown to induce a partitioning of slow and fast timescales
that correspond to global and local dynamics, respectively. The metaplasticity
thesis highlights all of these features of cognitive systems.
The idea that cognition emerges from networks comprised of self-assembled cou-
plings between brain, body and environment is implied by the basic principles of
dynamical systems theory, given that the mathematical methods of nonlinear dynamical
systems theory allow one to consider the properties of random and nonlinear dynamical
systems – such as living beings and their environments – and how such properties
emerge over time (Chemero and Silberstein 2008; Palermos 2014, 2016). Dynamical
systems theory would thus seem to be the perfect explanatory partner for the
metaplasticity thesis. In other words, the metaplasticity thesis is a framework for
thinking about and exploring the nature of cognition. Dynamical systems theory can
provide the metaplasticity thesis with an explanatory dimension.
But the idea that dynamical systems theory (dynamicism, hereafter) is explanatory is
contested. Recent years have seen the arrival of a so-called ‘mechanistic view of the
explanatory virtue of dynamical modeling’ (Kaplan and Bechtel 2011; Kaplan and
Craver 2011; see also Craver 2007). This is the view that there is no alternative to a
mechanistic account with respect to explanation in biology and cognitive science. It
states that dynamical models must either be grounded in or wholly reduced to
2 Note that if the metaplasticity thesis is correct, then the same holds for cognitive systems with a purely neural
realisation base. For an excellent treatment of the continuous-time, complex and emergent nature of cognition
– both from an extended and a neural perspective – see Malafouris (2010) and Spivey (2007).
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mechanistic models by appropriately mapping all the elements of a dynamical model
onto the elements of a mechanistic model. Further, defenders of this view state that
dynamical models are no alternative to mechanistic models; dynamical models are non-
explanatory, descriptive, complements to the mechanistic framework. Silberstein and
Chemero (2013) provide the following set of assumptions that some mechanists think
follow from their mechanistic framework:
1. Dynamical and mathematical explanations … must be grounded in or reduced to
mechanistic explanation (via localization and decomposition) to be explanatory.
2. Dynamical mechanisms are not an alternative to mechanistic explanation but a
complement.
3. When dynamical and mathematical models do not describe mechanisms by appro-
priately mapping elements of the latter onto the former, then they provide no real
explanation.
4. At this juncture, dynamical and mathematical models of explanation … not
sufficiently grounded in mechanisms have nothing to offer but Bpredictivism^ by
way of explanatory force …^ (2013, p. 959)
Hence, defenders of the mechanistic view of the explanatory virtue of dynamicism
hold that there is no credible alternative conception of explanation on offer than the one
entailed by the mechanistic framework.
This is where the no free lunch theorem becomes relevant again. Dynamical systems
such as nested and metaplastic systems exhibit global or large-scale features that cannot
readily be explained by the activity of only local or micro-scale aspects of a system
(Silberstein and Chemero 2013; Kirchhoff 2015; Malafouris 2004; Palermos 2014,
2016; Sporns 2011; Varela et al. 1991). This suggests that dynamical systems theory
should have a privileged role – over and above the mechanistic framework – when it
comes it addressing and explaining nested and metaplastic systems.
The mechanistic framework starts from considerations about localisation and de-
composition. This allows a scientist to break a system into its component parts and
understand not only the functions of each part but also how they are related causally,
temporally and spatially to one another (Bechtel and Richardson 1993). These heuris-
tics have proven successful for explaining local dynamics of complex systems – a
prime case is Craver’s (2007) treatment of the action potential. However localisation
and decomposition are likely to do less well when our perspective shifts to the global
dynamics of complex systems such as generalised synchrony enslaving the dynamics
of complex systems. In such systems one can find difference-making elements at the
scale of system topologies or connectivity that make a sui generis difference to the
overall behavior of the system (Sporns 2011). Furthermore, some mechanists empha-
sise that in order to determine the boundaries of a mechanism it must be possible to
locate clearly defined start-up and termination conditions for a mechanism (Machamer
et al. 2000). But there are no clearly defined start-up and termination conditions for the
boundaries of extended cognitive systems. As Dupré mentions in the context of
biological systems, Bthere is no a priori reason why the process should end, and hence
no termination conditions.^ (2013, p. 29) By induction, it is therefore unlikely that one
can capture the characteristics of the metaplastic and voyaging mind by appeal to a
mechanistic framework in and of itself. Crucially, a purely mechanistic approach to
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cognition cannot easily accommodate the inherently temporal and process-based aspect
of extended cognitive systems given that such a mechanistic framework demans a
synchronic and proximal perceptive (Kirchhoff 2016).
There are thus reasons to suspect that we need more than just one model to explain
the complexity involved in cognitive systems. However, it is our view that the burden
of proof does not lie with the mechanist. It lies with those proposing dynamical models
– such as the metaplasticity thesis – emphasising non-mechanistic approaches to
explanation. The reason for this is that proponents of dynamicism often appeal to a
version of predictivism when attempting to ground the claim that dynamical modeling
is explanatory. But appeals to nothing but predictive power have been shown to be
insufficient for explanation (Kaplan and Bechtel 2011).
The purpose of this paper is therefore to develop an account of how it is possible to
understand dynamical models as offering explanations rather than merely descriptions
of phenomena. Crucially, in doing so it becomes possible to supplement the overall
framework of the metaplasticity thesis with an explanatory program. We shall argue
that recent attempts at pulling the mechanistic view and dynamicism apart with respect
to explanation is but skin deep. That is to say that the relevant parties to this debate
have failed to see what unifies their explanatory projects – an interventionist account of
explanation (Woodward 2003, 2013). We shall argue that this observation has several
important implications for the overall debate about the explanatory credentials of
dynamicism. Moreover, if this is correct, it opens up the possibility of using
dynamicism in order to explain global-scale aspects of nested and developmentally
plastic cognitive systems.
The rest of the paper has five sections. Section two sketches the discussion between
mechanism and dynamicism with respect to the explanatory credentials of dynamical
modeling. Section three is divided into these parts: (a) we start by introducing the
interventionist account of explanation; (b) we then show how mechanistic explanation
can be understood through the perspective of interventionism; and (c) finally we show
that dynamicism can be understood through the lens of interventionism. Section four
turns to consider the metaplasticity thesis, especially notions such as organism-niche
co-dependency and cognitive boundaries, given an interventionist view of dynamical
modeling. Section five sets out the implications that follow from the above. The last
section is the conclusion.
2 Mechanisms and dynamicism
There are different kinds of models used in science. But not all of these models are
explanatory given the Bwidely accepted distinction between merely modeling a [e.g.,
system’s] behavior and explaining it.^ (Craver 2006, p. 355; italics in original) There
are models used primarily as heuristics in experimental design. Some are used to make
predictions. Others function to summarize data, and so on. Nevertheless, Bsome models
have an additional property beyond these others: they are explanations.^ (Craver 2006,
p. 355) This raises the question of what a model requires for it is be explanatory.
Dynamical models are usually taken to explain in virtue of enabling a scientist to
make predictions. As Stepp et al. say: Bdynamical explanations show that particular
phenomena could have been predicted, given local conditions and some law-like
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general principles … These predictions can be the basis of further experimentations.^
(2011, p. 432) Unfortunately, grounding explanation in prediction faces a very, very
familiar problem. The problem is that nothing about descriptive facts entails anything
about explanatory facts. To see this, consider this simple example from Craver (2006).
One can reliably use Ptolemy’s models of planetary motion to predict the trajectories of
the planets in our solar system. But, these models do not explain such trajectories;
rather, they merely describe them (Craver 2006, p. 355) Thus, it would appear that
predictivism is insufficient for explanation. Hence, if dynamicism tethers its explana-
tory standards to predictivism, it too would be insufficient for explanation.
Not all mechanists deny that dynamical models can have an explanatory role
to play in accounting for phenomena in the biological and cognitive sciences. It
other words, the choice between merely descriptive dynamical models and bona
fide explanatory mechanisms is something of a false choice. This suggests that
there is room for dynamical models in providing explanations in these scientific
disciplines. For example, Kaplan and Craver (2011) argue that dynamical models
Bin systems and cognitive neuroscience explain (rather than redescribe) a phe-
nomenon only if there is a plausible mapping between elements in a model and
elements in the mechanism for the phenomenon.^ (2011, p. 601; italics added)
Call this the mechanistic view of the explanatory virtue of dynamical modeling.
According to this view, it does not follow, universally, at least, that dynamical
models are explanatorily defective, forever doomed to yielding mere descriptions
of phenomena. Instead, as Kaplan and Bechtel (2011) point out: Bdynamical
models do not provide a separate kind of explanation; when they explain
phenomena, it is because they describe the dynamic behavior of mechanisms.^
(2011, p. 440).
Yet, the mechanistic view of the explanatory virtue of dynamical modeling is
pointed. It interprets the relationship between mechanistic accounts and
dynamicism such that the latter is explanatory only if it is able to represent the
causal structures and functions of a mechanism. As the proponents of the mech-
anistic view of the explanatory virtue of dynamical modeling explicitly state:
BWhat is required to explain a given phenomenon is to identify the responsible
mechanism and the conditions under which it is operating.^ (Kaplan and Bechtel
2011, p. 441) However, this has a substantial implication for dynamicism. On the
one hand, if dynamical accounts are explanatory they are so because Bthey
characterize the operations of the underlying mechanism (including how it is
related to features of its environment).^ (Kaplan and Bechtel 2011, p. 443) On
the other hand, when dynamical accounts do not yield a representation of the
underlying causal operations of a mechanism, Bthey fail to provide explanations,
whatever their other virtues.^ (Kaplan and Bechtel 2011, p. 443) On this view,
then, dynamicism has explanatory value only if the elements of dynamical models
can be mapped onto specific elements of a mechanism.
When assessing the explanatory value of dynamicism we need accept neither
predictivism nor the mechanistic view of the explanatory virtue of dynamical modeling.
Instead, it is possible to establish that dynamicism has explanatory value given its
compatibility with interventionism – just like it is possible to justify the explanatory
credentials of mechanisms via interventionism. We now turn to develop the argument
in support of these claims.
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3 Interventionism: Unifying mechanism and dynamicism
3.1 Interventionism
The central idea of an interventionist account is that any claim about a causal relation-
ship between two variables, X and Y, is a claim about how a particular value or
probability distribution of Y would change as a result of an actual or potential
intervention on the value of X (or the probability distribution of X).
One suspicion some readers might harbor is that interventionism is best seen as an
example of mechanistic explanation (even if not all mechanists explicitly endorse an
interventionist approach to explanation). Why think so? Because the idea of intervening
on (or manipulating) a particular value or probability distribution of X, say, requires a
mechanistic perspective. This is to say that one might think that to intervene on a value
of X requires that one is first able to identify the components and their activities in a
system for it to accomplish its overall activities. This strategy is known as decompo-
sition (Bechtel and Richardson 1993). Identifying the kind of tasks performed in a
system allows for an attribution of function to systemic parts. This strategy is known as
localization (Bechtel and Richardson 1993). Given a commitment to decomposition
and localization, the idea is that the strategies of decomposition and localization make
possible that the system in question can be intervened upon.
But this assumption is not plausible. Indeed, as Campbell (2007) points out, it
is a striking feature of interventionism that it makes Bno appeal to the idea of
mechanism. All that we are asking, when we ask whether X causes Y, is whether X
is correlated with Y under interventions on X.^ Indeed, whether it turns out that
there is such a Bmechanism linking X and Y is a further question.^ (2007, p. 64;
both quotes; italics added) It is entirely plausible to endorse an interventionist
view of explanation, yet without doing so through the lens of mechanisms. That is,
one need not look to parts and components to establish a difference-making
account of explanation; rather, it is entirely possible to locate such difference-
making effects at the global scale of systemic organization (Woodward 2013).
Here is how Woodward introduces his account: BX causes Y in some background
condition Bi (where background conditions are represented by variables distinct from X
and Y) if and only if there is a possible intervention on X in Bi such that if such an
intervention were to occur, the value of Y or the probability distribution of Y would
change.^ (Woodward 2013, pp. 45–46) Following Woodward and Hitchcock (2003),
an intervention on X is cast in terms of a variable I which acts on X. Here the term
‘intervention’ refers to an idealized, counterfactual intervention on X such that were
one to intervene on X it would yield a subsequent effect on the value of Y (or Y’s
probability distribution).3 Thus, the interventionist account can be used to answer a
range of Bwhat-if-things-had-been-different questions.^ (Woodward and Hitchcock
3 Woodward provides the following definitions of variables and values, respectively. He says: Bvariables are
properties or magnitudes that, as the name implies, are capable of taking more than one value. Values (being
red, having a mass of 1o kilograms) stand to variables (color, mass) in the relationship of determinates to
determinables. Values of variables are always possessed by or instantiated in particular individuals or units, as
when a particular table has a mass of 10 kg.^ (2003, p. 39) One could also include to this list the particular
values of a particle such as it spin ratio, momentum, polarization, and so on. Or, in systems neuroscience, for
example, topological attributes of evolving graphs, time-varying aspects of global brain networks, etc.
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2003, p. 4; italics in original) The notion of ‘cause’ can be understood as a total cause,
an actual cause, or a direct cause. For our purposes, it will be enough to introduce the
notion of a direct cause. Woodward defines it as follows: BA necessary and sufficient
condition for X to be a direct cause of Y with respect to some variable set V is that there
be a possible intervention on X that will change Y (or the probability distribution of Y)
when all other variables in V besides Y (or the probability distribution of Y) are held
fixed at some value by interventions.^ (2003, p. 55).4
3.2 Interventionism and mechanism
In the mechanistic literature, all whom endorse the mechanistic framework does not
share in the reliance on intervention. But defenders of the mechanistic view of the
explanatory virtue of dynamical modeling do. For example, in Explaining the Brain:
Mechanisms and the Mosaic Unity of Neuroscience (Craver 2007), Craver explicitly
endorses Woodward’s interventionist model (and so do Craver and Bechtel 2007;
Kaplan and Craver 2011). As Craver says: BI use an example from the contemporary
neuroscience of learning and memory to defend Woodward’s (2003) view that the
causal relations in neural mechanisms are relationships that can potentially be used for
the purposes of manipulation and control.^ (2007, p. 63) Indeed, in their review of
different notions of ‘causings’ in the mechanistic literature – conserved quantity
accounts, mechanistic accounts, activity-based accounts, and counterfactual accounts
– Craver and Tabery (2015) say about the interventionist view that B[u]nlike the views
discussed above, this way of thinking about causation provides a ready analysis of
explanatory relevance that comports well with the methods for testing causal claims.^
(Craver and Tabery 2015, p. 7) This is also evident in Kaplan and Craver (2011). They
say: BFinally, models that conform to 3 M [model-to-mechanism-mapping] reveals
knobs and levers in mechanisms that might be used for the purposes of bringing the
mechanism under our control (Woodward 2003).^ (2011, p. 613).
There are numerous examples of explanandum phenomena explained mechanisti-
cally. One example is the Hodgkin and Huxley (1952) model of the action potential
discussed in Craver (2007). Action potentials consist of both rapid and fleeting changes
in what is known as the electrical potential difference in a neuron’s membrane. This
electrical potential difference (measured as the voltage difference across the membrane)
is known as the membrane potential. The membrane potential consists of a separation
of charged ions on either side of the membrane (Craver 2007, p. 50). As Craver
specifies: BIn the neuron’s resting state, positive ions line up against the extracellular
surface. In typical cells, this arrangement establishes a polarized resting potential
(Vrest) of –60 mV to – 70 mV […]. In an action potential, the membrane becomes
fleetingly permeable to sodium (Na+) and potassium (K+). This allows the ions to
diffuse rapidly across the cell membrane.^ (2007, p. 50) This rapid diffusion changes
the mV, in that, the action potential consists of (i) a quick increase in mV to a maximum
of +35 mV, which is followed by (ii) a rapid decrease in mV to certain values below the
so-called Vrest, followed by (iii) a prolonged or extended after-potential period during
which the neuron is less excitable (cf. Craver 2007, p. 50).
4 There are further conditions to be met such as the requirement that an intervention must be an ideal
intervention.We leave such additional conditions aside in the rest of this paper.
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Relations of intervention between variables (or their probability distributions) can be
expressed by means of directed graphs or equations (Woodward 2003). In a recent
treatment, Menzies (2012) provides a systematic analysis of the causal structure of the
mechanism underlying the action potential. He does this using both directed graphs and
structural equations. Formally, a directed graph consists of an ordered pair (V, E), where
V is a set of variables, and E a set of directed edges connecting these variables. A
directed edge represents a direct causal relationship between X and Y. Under
simplifying conditions, Menzies represents the directed graph for the action potential
mechanism as follows (2012, p. 800) (Fig. 1):
Menzies’ (2012) account of the mechanism underlying the action potential is
straightforward. In this graph, the components of the mechanisms (i.e., the variables)
are axon terminals, vesicles, calcium ion channels, membranes, synaptic clefts, and so
on. The values of each variable can be represented as follows (Menzies 2012, p. 800):
AP = 1 if action potential arrives at axon; 0 otherwise.
CC = 1 if calcium channels open in cell membrane; 0 otherwise.
P = 1 if calcium sensitive proteins attached to vesicles change shape; 0 otherwise.
F = 1 if vesicles fuse with presynaptic membrane; 0 otherwise.
NR = 1 if neurotransmitters in vesicles are released into synaptic cleft; 0 otherwise.
Figure 2 represents the result of an intervention of CC graphically. This is illustrated by
the breaking arrow from AP to CC, which expresses Bthat the normal causal influence of
AP on CC is overridden by the intervention on CC.^ (Menzies 2012, p. 800).
Two things are important to emphasize. The first is that causal graphs do not strictly
speaking provide us with information about the relations between the values of the
variables involved. Instead, they represent an intervention on a value of a variable. To
get at this kind of information one can add – as Menzies does – structural equations.





According to Menzies (2012), these Bstructural equations state that the value of each
endogenous variable is determined very simply by the value of one other variable.^
(2012, p. 800) These equations represent hypothetical or counterfactual causal infor-
mation and the causal graphs represent the result of an intervention graphically
(Menzies 2012, p. 800). They tell us about how the value of P would change were
Fig. 1 Causal graph of neurotransmitter example with no intervention (adapted from Menzies (2012, p. 801)
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one to intervene on the value of CC. The second is that these models emphasize and
make plausible the commitment of mechanisms on localization and decomposition.
Note that Woodward (2013) Menzies (2012) refer to these notions as modularity. In this
context, modularity refers to the idea that one Bcan associate distinct operations or
patterns of behavior or interaction with different subsets of components – each such
subset of causal related components continues to be governed by the same set of causal
relationships, independently of what may be happening with components outside of
that subset, so that the behavior is (in this respect) Bintrinsic^ to that subset of
components.^ (Woodward 2013, p. 51) As Woodward goes on to say, the Bextent to
which an explanation or representation is modular is … another dimension which is
relevant to whether the explanation is ‘mechanical’ or exhibits the system of interest as
behaving in a machine-like way.^ (2013, p. 51).
3.3 Interventionism and dynamicism
The claim that those defending the mechanistic view of the explanatory virtue of
dynamical modeling are committed to intervention should now be established
and uncontroversial.
Once one acknowledges that interventionist explanations fall into the category of
‘difference-making’ explanations, the assertion that dynamicism exemplifies interven-
tionism should be treated as equally uncontroversial. Woodward has emphasized that
difference-making explanations are such that they answer what-if-things-had-been-
different questions (2013, p. 47). Crucially, for Woodward, this allows that
difference-making factors may Boccur at many different ‘levels’ … it may be that the
presence of a protein with a very specific structure at a particular concentration is what
makes the difference … In other cases, the difference-making factors may be ‘higher-
level’ and less specific – perhaps some effect will be produced as long as a neural
network with some overall pattern of connectivity is present …^ (2013, pp. 47–48).
Once we have the idea that difference-making factors, and subsequent difference-
making explanations, can occur at different ‘levels’ or ‘scales,’ it is not difficult to
show that dynamicism exemplifies interventionism.
The simplest, and best understood, system to use to make this case is convec-
tion cells – also called Bénard cells or the Rayleigh-Bénard convection system.
Bénard cells form when a thick fluid is heated between two planes or plates in a
gravitational field (see Fig. 3):
The emergence of Bénard cells depends on several things such as the type of fluid,
its depth, and the temperature gradient. The latter is central. If the temperature gradient
is below a certain value (a function of the Rayleigh number), then the fluid will remain
stable despite its natural tendency to move given its viscosity and thermal diffusivity.
However, when the temperature gradient exceeds a certain critical value (which again is
a function of and can be measured by the relevant Rayleigh number), then thermal
Fig. 2 Causal graph of neurotransmitter example with intervention on CC (adapted fromMenzies (2012, p. 801)
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instability occurs. As Chemero and Silberstein put it: as the temperature gradient
reaches its critical value, Bthere is a breakup of the stable conductive state and large
scale rotating structures resembling a series of parallel cylinders called Bénard cells are
eventually produced.^ (Chemero and Silberstein 2008, p. 20) All this is to say that one
starts to see fluctuations in the density of the fluid given a specific temperature
threshold from which large-scale structures – topologies – start to arise.
There are several important things to note about this case, all of which are applicable
to dynamical systems – including cognitive and biological ones – in general. First, the
Rayleigh-Bénard convection system is an example of a self-organizing pattern forming
system. This happens when systems spontaneously order themselves without external
manipulation of a control parameter (Kelso 1995; Rickles et al. 2007). A second feature
of the convection system is that the formation of Bénard cells instantiates as global,
relative stable pattern, which ‘enslaves’ the motion of the individual fluid elements.
Chemero and Silberstein make this point as follows: Bthese large scale structures
determine modifications of the configurational degrees of freedom of fluid elements
such that some motions possible in the equilibrium state are no longer available.^
(2008, p. 21) This captures that there is a kind of circular causality in the system in
which the microscopic dynamics of the fluid elements cause Bénard cells to form
while, at the same time, being causally influenced by the macroscopic attributes of
Bénard cells. As we noted above, this causal notion of circularity lies at the heart of
theorems in the physical sciences such as the slaving principle in physics (Haken 1983).
Another aspect of the system is time-dependence. That is, the difference between levels
of structure in the system is a direct result of the separation of temporal scales given that
macroscopic dynamics unfold over longer time scales than does microscopic dynamics.
Fourth, in the Rayleigh-Bénard system Bthe amplitude of the convection rolls plays the
role of an order parameter.^ (Kelso 1995, p. 8; italics in original) The order parameter
notion refers to a macroscopic (global, systemic) feature of a system. It carries
information about how the individual elements of the system are interacting or com-
peting with one another (Rickles et al. 2007, p. 935). Whereas the amplitude of
convection rolls functions as an order parameter, the temperature gradient is a control
parameter (Kelso 1995, p. 7). This concept refers to an external input to the convection
system, say, that can be manipulated in order to change the value of the order parameter
Fig. 3 Convection rolls of alternately larger and smaller section on a circular plate with a radial temperature
gradient at the bottom (from Koschmieder 1993, p. 164)
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and thereby change the macroscopic attributes of the system (Rickles et al. 2007, p.
935). Finally, describing the motion of the fluid under conditions of Rayleigh-Bénard
flow requires modeling the motion through a set of nonlinear and coupled differential
equations (Lorenz 1963).
Consider again the ways in which relations of intervention between variables (or
their probability distributions) can be represented: by means of directed graphs (as we
saw above) or by the use of equations (Woodward 2003). We focus on the latter, given
that the use of equations is invoked to model complex systems such as the Rayleigh-
Bénard convection system. Here a causal model will consist of an ordered pair (V, E),
where V is a set of variables and E is a set of equations. Woodward gives the following
illustration: Bif X1… Xm are all direct causes of Y, then Y may be written as Y = Fy(X1
… Xm)^ (2003, p. 42).
A caveat. Woodward’s focus is on deterministic causal relations such as when X is a
deterministic cause of Y. In dynamical systems theory, a system (or process) is
deterministic when and only when it is possible to precisely determine its past and
future trajectories from its start up conditions (Rickles et al. 2007). Were the Rayleigh-
Bénard convection system to be a deterministic system one could model it by using the
above equation, the order parameter Y being a function of X1 …Xm. But the Rayleigh-
Bénard convection system is not a deterministic system. Instead it is taken to be a
nonlinear and indeterministic system. According to Rickles et al., if a system is
indeterministic it Bis one without a unique future trajectory, so that the evolution is
random [or close to random].^ (2007, p. 934) Some might take this to imply that one
cannot use Woodward-style interventionism in the system under consideration. Well,
luckily things are not as bad as they seem. For Woodward’s account can tolerate and
thus accommodate indeterministic causation. As he puts it: BThe obvious strategy for
generating a manipulability theory of indeterministic causation is to replace the refer-
ences in the deterministic version to manipulations of the value of X that change the
value of Y with references to manipulations of X that change the probability distribu-
tion of Y.^ (2003, p. 41).
It is insightful to ask where the order parameter concept comes from. It comes from
linear stability analysis in mathematics. In the Rayleigh-Bénard convection system, it
should be cast as an Banalysis of the equation of motion that describes the [liquid’s]
behavior… The basic idea is that the initially random starting point can be considered
as a [probability distribution] of a whole bunch of different vibratory modes described
by this equation.^ (Kelso 1995, p. 8).
We can now see how dynamical modeling exemplifies an interventionist account of
explanation.
Woodward emphasizes that when Bcausal relationships are … indeterministic, the
relevant equations specify how the probability distribution of Y [the amplitude of the
Bénard cells] will change under manipulation of the right side variables representing
direct causes in each equation.^ (2003, p. 43) One might intervene on the probability
distribution of Y by intervening on the control parameter, viz., the temperature gradient,
which would result in the system shifting between various phases or regimes. As
Rickles et al. observe, this is a Bgeneral feature of complex systems; tuning the system’s
control parameter to a certain critical point results in a phase transition at which the
system undergoes an instantaneous radical change in its qualitative features [its veloc-
ity, in our case].^ (2007, p. 935) Indeed, for complex dynamical systems, informative
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interventions are often introduced to global features such as order parameters rather
than at the level of microscopic dynamics. Silberstein and Chemero make the same
observation but in the contexts of systems neuroscience in which efficacious and
informative interventions are performed on topological features such as plasticity,
robustness, degeneracy and autonomy (2013, p. 969).
Lorenz equations (1963) encode hypothetical or counterfactual information. So do
the simple equations that we explore below in Beer (1995). We know that conceiving of
causation in counterfactual terms is at the heart of Woodward’s interventionist account.
As he puts it: BCausal relationships between variables … carry a … counterfactual
commitment: they describe what the response of Y would be if a certain sort of change in
the value ofXwere to occur.^ (2003, p. 40) Interestingly, dynamicists such as Stepp et al.
are explicit about this. Describing the evolution of a system over time using differential
equations yields a description that is Bcounter-factual supporting.^ (2011, p. 432).
Finally, in making use of the order parameter concept, it is a signature feature of
most dynamical accounts that they involve difference-making features at the network or
global scale of systemic operations. It is these difference-making features that are
subject to modeling on the basis of differential equation. Support for this claim comes
from Woodward himself. He says that Bsuccessful dynamical systems and topological
explanations have the following properties: … they locate difference-making features
for… their explananda, exhibiting dependency relationships between those explananda
and factors cited in their explanantia.^ (2013, p. 63) For these reasons, we conclude that
like mechanistic explanation, dynamical modeling is based on and makes use of an
interventionist account of explanation.
We now turn to apply some of the above insights on the explanatory credentials of non-
mechanistic, dynamical models to the metaplasticity thesis. We start by providing a very
broad outline of the thesis by examples. We then turn to consider in some detail how to
explain the idea that organisms reflect their environment, and how the environment
reflects the organisms that inhabit it through processes of generalised synchrony, which
we link back to the idea of global scale difference-making features in dynamical systems.
4 Metaplasticity: Co-dependence, flexible boundaries and intervention
At the core of the metaplasticity thesis is the idea that cognitive systems are nested
systems: they are systems within systems (within systems). Hence, a cognitive system
can be described as a nearly infinite matryoshka embedding of systems-within-systems
(Allen and Friston 2016). Of course, once one adopts such as nested systems-within-
systems view, it will always be possible to identify a ‘smaller’ system relative to which
one can say that something else is external to that system – or is not part of that system.
Yet despite this multiplicity of systems and systemic boundaries, the key insight is that
Bwe should not simply assume that metabolic boundaries and cognitive boundaries
always and everywhere coincide.^ (Clark 2017, p. 10) 5 Rather than locating the
boundaries of cognition at the spinal cord, Malafouris – akin to Ashby before him –
5 Clark (2017) makes this observation in the context of a different debate. We use it here because it highlights
the point that we want to capture; namely, the manifold nature of systems and their boundaries.
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stresses that the division between the cognitive system and its niche is anything but
clear-cut, with the boundary itself becoming Bvague^ (Ashby 1960, p. 40).
This already gives us one salient reason for going beyond the mechanistic view of
the explanatory virtue of dynamical modeling. Mechanistic explanations, Dupré notes,
conceive of the boundaries of a mechanism as stable and clearly identifiable – with
specific start and termination conditions (2013). However, if the metaplasticity thesis is
on the right track, then cognitive systems are ultimately process-based, and therefore
intrinsically temporal. Yet a process has no easily identifiable start and end points
(Kirchhoff 2015). A hallmark of dynamicism is its focus on the continuous-time
characteristics of cognitive systems. It is therefore a natural alley to any thesis that
places emphasis on the flexible and rearrangeable boundaries of cognition such as the
metaplasticity thesis and third-wave views of the extended cognition thesis (Kirchhoff
2012; Malafouris 2004; Sutton 2010).
Beer (1995) provides an early dynamical model that dovetails with the intervention-
ist framework. He considers dynamically nested systems, bringing to the forefront the
idea that the brain can be modelled as a system within the body, and where a coupled
brain-body system can be modelled as a jointly coupled system embedded within a
larger system, the environment. Under simplifying conditions, Beer (1995) models an
agent and its environment as two continuous-time random dynamical systems, A and E.
Formally, the coupling between A and E can be mathematically represented as follows:
xA ¼ A xA; S xEð Þ; u’Að Þ;
xE ¼ E xE;M xAð Þ; u’Eð Þ
S represents a sensory function from environmental variables to parameters of
the agent and M represents a motor function from agent state variables to param-
eters of the environment. The notation S(xE) is associated with the sensory inputs
of an agent, and M(xA) with motor outputs. Input arguments u’A and u’E corre-
spond to any residual parameters of A and S respectively that are not taken to play
a role in the coupling. Feedback plays a crucial role. As Beer emphasises: BAny
action that an agent takes affects its environment in some way through M, which
in turn affects the agent itself through the feedback it receives from its environ-
ment via S [and vice versa]. Thus, each of these two dynamical systems is
continuously deforming the flow of the other …^ (1995, p. 182) From the kind
of coupling highlighted between A and S, Beer goes on to claim that it is possible
to view the two coupled dynamical systems assembling a larger system U whose
state variables are the union Bof the state variables of A and S.^ (1995, p. 183).
Beer’s (1995) work on coupled dynamical systems is well known. Crucially,
when cast in terms of the metaplasticity thesis, it highlights that given the tight
coupling between A and S the dynamics of one system will come to reflect the
dynamics of the other and vice versa. A driving assumption of the metaplasticity
thesis is that nested dynamical systems in virtue of their inherent plasticity are
transformed by one another during time to such an extent that they come to reflect
and embody the characteristics of each other. Moreover, it is possible to perturb A,
say, by intervening to change the probability distributions of xA and xE –
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represented in the differential equations above – inducing a qualitative change in
the behavior of the output functions (the left side of the equations). This is
precisely what one would expect to happen under an interventionist framework
focusing on difference-making elements at the scale of order parameters (note that
order parameters are probability distributions, i.e., an intervention over distribu-
tion of the system parameters).
All this is fairly abstract. However the basic idea is that organisms come to embody
regularities of their environment, and vice versa. In other words, organism and envi-
ronment mutually transform one another as a result of generalised synchrony or co-
dependence. That is, by creating their own environments, organisms effectively create
themselves in the process. A non-human example of this kind of synergy is the spider
and its embedding environment. For example, the spider’s morphology, possibilities for
action, and so forth, are reflective of the kind of niche it inhabits, while the web and its
wider niche reflect the kind of organism that inhabits it.
In the human case, everyday life is ordered by more or less stable socio-cultural
patterns, presenting Bregularities that arise from everyday practices while at the same
time shaping them.^ (Roepstorff et al. 2010, p. 1051. This kind of patterning not only
occurs at the scale of sociocultural practices but also at the more microscopic scale of
neurodynamics. That is, regularities at the scale of the sociocultural shape and constrain
patterning at the neural scale, viz., that regularities in sociocultural practices come to be
reflected in the patterning of cortical connectivity and activity Band in the same way the
social practice forms patterns, large-scale brain signals as well as other psychophysical
signals generated during particular task performance can be analyzed to expose signif-
icant patterning.^ (Roepstorff et al. 2010, p. 1052).
Consider the following example, based on a mismatch negativity paradigm in
cognitive neuroscience. Näätänen et al. (1997) exposed subjects to unattended
sounds in certain rhythmic patterns. They found that the primary auditory cortex
in the left hemisphere is highly sensitive to changes in predictable sound patterns
(1997, p. 432). In the first set of these experiments (1997), Näätänen et al. utilized
Finnish and Estonian language speakers because of a relatively small discrepancy
between the two languages in terms of vowel structure, except that Estonian vowel
space includes an additional vowel, /õ/, not found in Finnish. In the experiment,
the speakers were also presented as deviants a prototype of this sound, along with
vowels existing in both languages (/o/ and /ö/), and a non-prototypical vowel
(located between/e/ and /ö/) (1997, p. 432; Roepstorff et al. 2010, p. 1053). The
upshot was that Finnish speakers showed significantly higher mismatch negativity
when exposed to prototypical vowels in their native language than when exposed
to the Estonian vowel /õ/. This example highlights that the environment embodies
regularities and that organisms come to embed such Binto their anatomy^ (Friston
and Stephan 2007, p. 422). This is a process that unfolds over long timescales. If
one focuses only on the synchronic timescale of the here-and-now, one looses
sight of the mutuality of agent-environment relations. The nice thing about this
case is that it highlights the nested view of agents within environments, and how
specific regularities within such environments transform how organisms come to
perceive their world over time. It is this diachronic mutuality between organism
and environment, enabled by porous and ever-evolving cognitive boundaries, that
(as we see it) lies at the core of Malafouris’ metaplasticity thesis.
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Part of the explanation for how this is possible is the emergence of generalised
synchrony and therefore covariance in nested and coupled systems (Fig. 4).
Friston and Frith (2015) consider the emergence of perceptual coupling by simulat-
ing two birds. They started the simulations with random initial conditions. If the birds
cannot hear one another, their respective dynamics will tend to follow independent
trajectories, as shown in the left panel in Fig. 4. However, by moving the birds closer to
one another – so that they can hear each other – the birds synchronise almost
instantaneously, as shown in the right panel of Fig. 4. As Friston and Frith explain:
BThis is because the listening bird is quickly entrained by the singing bird to correct
[anticipate] the … dynamical states generating sensations.^ (2015, p. 10) This kind of
coupling is also known as generalised synchrony. It is ubiquitous in the natural world,
yet it highlights that generalised synchrony – driving multiple systems to assemble into
a single coherent whole is a macroscopic or global element of dynamically coupled
systems. This means that generalised synchrony plays the same role in this context as
did the order parameter in the case of convection rolls discussed earlier. Specifically,
generalised synchrony carries information about how elements of a system are
interacting or competing with one another (Rickles et al. 2007, p. 935). It implies that
there is an overall state of stability in the system, and allows us to see how the
constituents of a dynamical system can be lesions via intervention into a state of
disorder – by effectively minimising their synchrony. This shows that generalised
synchrony between two or more systems results in such systems entraining Beach other
and, effectively, share the same dynamical narrative.^ (Friston and Frith 2015, p. 12).
Emotion regulation in dyads makes this even more evident. Varga (2015) has recently
argued that emotion regulation is not a property of an individual but of a socially extended
process. In dyadic emotion regulation between infant and caretaker, the interaction
between the two arises because of generalised synchrony. As Varga explains: BSynchrony
refers to an unforeseen degree of temporal coordination of non-verbal behaviors of the
child and the caretaker. This includes body movements, gaze, vocalizations and affect
during the earliest caregiver-child interactions. In such synchronic interactions, there is an
Fig. 4 The left panel shows chaotic and uncoupled dynamics when two birds cannot hear one another, while
the right panel shows the generalised synchrony that emerges when the birds exchange sensory signals
(adapted from Friston and Frith 2015, p. 11)
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emergence and maintenance of non-predetermined synchronic interaction patterns over
time, in which caretaker and infant complement each other’s states and moderate the level
of positive arousal in cooperation.^ (2015, p. 6).
Having identified generalised synchrony with an order parameter, disorder (or high
entropy) can be induced in the caretaker-infant dyad. A classical example is the still
face experiment (Tronick et al. 1979). Varga (2015) puts it as follows: BIf the contin-
uous, synchronic interaction pattern between the infant and the caretaker breaks down,
or if the previously engaged care-taker suddenly puts on a motionless and neutral face,
the infant becomes distressed.^ (2015, p. 7) This reveals several interesting things. The
first is that emotion regulation shares the hallmark of dynamical systems; namely, it
comes into existence via self-organisation. The second is that dyadic emotion regula-
tion is an ensemble property, not a property of a single individual (Varga 2015), which
can be shown to have top-down effects on the individual constituents of the joint
system. This follows from the slaving principle at the heart of cybernetics and dynam-
ical systems theory.
The slaving principle puts pressure on any attempt to explain the formation of
generalised synchrony from a bottom-up, mechanistic perspective. This is because
mechanistic explanation requires an ontology of levels – or minimally an episte-
mology of levels – partitioning a separation between parts and whole, and vice
versa. Yet, consider what Thompson says about the slaving principle: BAt this
dynamic [scale], the distinction between pre-existing parts and supervening whole
has no clear application. One might as well say that the components … emerge
from the whole as much as the whole … emerges from the components.^ (2007, p.
423) If this is correct, then the assembly and re-assembly of nested dynamical
systems require more than a mechanistic explanation: it requires a framework that
can address macroscale or global features of a system. Dynamical systems theory
does so by providing an explanatory account that emphasises difference-making at
the global or macroscopic scale in complex systems.
5 Implications and concluding remarks
The overall claim of this paper has several implications for the debate about the
explanatory credentials of dynamicism, the mechanistic view of the explanatory virtue
of dynamical modeling, and for explanation in the context of the metaplasticity thesis
(and more generally for 4E cognitive science).
First, it presents a problem for the mechanistic view of the explanatory virtue of
dynamical modeling, which states that dynamical modeling must either be an articula-
tion of mechanistic explanation or a (non-explanatory) guide for such mechanistic
explanation. But these claims are not plausible. If the standard for explanation is
intervention in both frameworks, then dynamical and mechanistic accounts should be
treated in an even-handed manner: both have an equal claim to advancing explanations.
The difference maker is the form of the explanation given. On the one hand, mecha-
nists, generally speaking, focus on the localization and decomposition of a mechanism,
and say that this is what explains a phenomenon. What we get is mechanistic expla-
nation. And for the mechanistic view of the explanatory virtue of dynamical modeling
the standard for explanation is interventionism. On the other hand, dynamicists focus
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on large-scale, ensemble dynamics represented by equations or models, and say that
this has explanatory force. What we get is an explanation of a non-mechanistic kind.
And here the standard for explanation is (again) interventionism. Thus, if accounting
for a mechanism is explanatory in virtue of exemplifying an interventionist account of
explanation, and if accounting for the evolution of a system over time is explanatory in
virtue of supporting an interventionist model of explanation, then both frameworks
should have an equal claim to explanation. Hence, it is simply not correct to say that
dynamical models explain only if they qualify as forms of mechanistic explanation.
Second, certain strands of dynamical modeling focus on prediction, and say that this
is what underpins the claim that this form of modeling is explanatory. It is this focus on
prediction that leads some to say that dynamical accounts align themselves with
covering-law explanation. This view has its share of defenders. But it faces a deep
and problematic objection. As Kaplan and Bechtel observe: BPredictivism confronts
many well-known shortcomings. For example, by knowing a law-like regularity, one
can predict a storm’s occurrence from falling mercury in the barometer, but the falling
barometer does not explain the occurrence of the storm.^ (2011, p. 440) We agree. An
all too familiar problem with prediction as a rationale for making claims about causal
explanation is that it Bis overbroad.^ (Woodward 2003, p. 31) As Woodward explains:
Ba concern with prediction doesn’t explain why we make the distinctions we do
between causal and noncausal relationships.^ (2003, p. 31) But, it need not follow that
dynamical accounts are non-explanatory, and therefore merely descriptive. Indeed,
once we realize that dynamical accounts need not tether their explanatory standards
to predictivism, given that such accounts exhibit interventionism vis-à-vis explanation.
Third, the choice between mere descriptive dynamical models and explanatory
mechanisms is a false choice. Instead, we are confronted with a distinction between
mechanistic explanation and non-mechanistic explanation. This is consistent with
Dupré (2013) and Woodward (2013). Both of these philosophers emphasize that there
are key differences between mechanistic (mechanical) and non-mechanistic (non-
mechanical) kinds of explanation. Rather than framing the debate as an either/or, the
conclusion should be that there is a happy coupling between the two. The mechanists
are correct that mechanistic explanation reveals significant and nontrivial aspects of
explanation in the sciences. But, there is no need to think that this is the only form of
explanation by which to understand phenomena in the biological and psychological
sciences. If this is correct, it supports those dynamicists who argue that it is something
of a false dilemma to insist that must be accept either mechanistic explanation or
dynamical predictivism (Silberstein and Chemero 2013). Drawing on work from the
field of systems neuroscience, Silberstein and Chemero (2013) say the following about
this work and its implications for explanation: BThe brain is modeled as a complex
system: networks of… interacting components such as neurons, neural assemblies, and
brain regions. In these models, rather than viewing the neurons, cell groups, or brain
regions as the basic unit of explanation, it is brain multiscale networks and their large-
scale, distributed, and nonlocal connections or interactions that are the basic unit of
explanation^ (2013, p. 963; italics added). Prima facie, at least, this is very different
from the mechanistic perspective on explanation.
Finally, the metaplasticity thesis requires a global and distributed unit of explanation.
So too does much of the work in 4E approaches to cognition. This suggests a more
radical view of the parity view established above between the mechanistic scheme and
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dynamicism; namely that given the nested and multiscale dynamics of metastable and
metaplastic cognitive systems, non-mechanistic approaches to explanation such as
dynamical systems theory is in a position to yield explanations that are (a) genuinely
explanatory and (b) without which any attempt at providing merely mechanistic
explanations would be impoverished.
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